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Lexus gx 460 review consumer reports

ResearchLexusGX 4602019 GX 4602019 GX 460 Write your review 5 of the 5 stars love driving the new Lexus! By Heather from Milwaukee on Saturday February 02 2019 This SUV drives like a car. It's very roomy and has a lot of new features and now. We're so happy with our new ride! 5 out of 5
starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 9 out of 9 found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted Cars.com 5 of our 5 stars is the second one we owned by MzRandee from Cave Creek on Sunday June 09
2019 we owned 2 4Runners and this is our second GX460. Love reliability, comfort and practicality. I'm sure our next 460 will be 4 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior design 6 out of 6 people found this review useful.
You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars for the first time owner of Lexus and Love IT. By HappyNita of Metairie LA, on Thu January 03 2019 This vehicle met all my expectations. Love look and love amenities inside especially back-up cameras and touch screen radios. I
wish I had bought it a year ago. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 5 out of 5 found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5 Stars Super Car by Heather from
Quakertown on Saturday July 13 2019 Love My New Lexus. I've been waiting for this car for years! I can't say enough big about it, the best car I've ever had and it's definitely worth the wait! 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5
starsExterior Styling 5 out of 5 found this review useful. You did this? Their feedback to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star Best Lexus ever sent by Mimmie Nguyen of New Orleans, Los Angeles in the Sun may 26 2019 we need a larger suv and we choose to stay with lexus. This GX460 is by far the best suv we
owned and driven. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 4 out of 4 found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star very relaxing and comfortable vehicle by Elliott from
Condor, North Carolina on Sunday December 09 2018 GX460 we meet our requirements for our durability of the vehicle, such as, the large and road driving of the vehicle and more importantly the comfortable heat. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 0 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5
starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 3 out of 3 found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted is Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars My comfortable SUV belongs to Lillian Wong of New Orleans, Louisiana on Wednesday July 31 2019 This new GX 460 we just purchased is all the room we
need. We like to travel and this vehicle is perfect for purpose. I recommend it to anyone! 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Design 3 of 3 people found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been
posted to Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars most convenient, totally machine!! Bought by Dubai from Garden City, KS on Monday December 09 2019 with all my other new cars, this is my favorite Lexus GX460!! Great design, comfort, safety features, plenty of room and affordable. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money
5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 2 out of 2 people found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5 love stars of this vehicle by Lee from Dallas, TX on Monday September 09 2019 this car has been
amazing for me and my family. The best comfort travel vehicle I have ever owned. i have nothing bad to say about it . 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 stars interior design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior design 1 of 1 people found this review useful. You did this?
The feedback you posted Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars will love !!!! By judefrancois from mequon, wi on Wednesday October 23 2019 This is the best car ever. Driving is easy and it's great to be inside. im so happy to buy . 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 4 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5
starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 1 of 1 people found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been sent to Cars.com verdict: a capable towing and off-road vehicle, the old school GX 460 has won its keeping in the Lexus mix, but this is as much due to the failure of its stablemates
as it is to its inherent strengths. Versus competition: Invest outside the Lexus brand and you'll find a more refined, efficient and accommodating crossover - even a few that can get two heavier trailers. When Lexus finally added a third-row seat to a stretched version of the RX SUV, we thought the GX days
were numbered. You see, the GX is an old, truck-based SUV with all the related shortcomings, such as space and fuel inefficiencies. Its main reasons for incorporating higher towing capacity, off-road ability and third row (in a Lexus model smaller than the Hulk LX 570). As it turned out, though, the RX
350L had a third row smaller than the GX, which might inversely make this truck another reason to stick around. We decided to take a fresh look at it I zeroed in on what you would keep from this Lexus - and what you might sacrifice. You want the first thing... Read more Lexus GX The 2019 Lexus GX 460
Cars.com test illustration by Paul Dolan's luxury Lexus GX SUV has high reliability scores from owner reviews in the latest Annual Consumer Reports Reliability Study, while the 3500-heavy truck pickup thon ranks worst. The magazine published the latest updates to its influential reliability scores,
according to survey data from owners of an alleged 500,000-plus car. From these surveys, consumer reports obtain reliability forecasts for new cars of the 2019 model year. Related: What's the most reliable model of 2015? 2018 Lexus GX 460 Specs &amp; Reviews Find a 2018 Lexus GX 460 Near You
Toyota and its Lexus luxury division are responsible for seven of the top 10 cars in predicted reliability: 1. Lexus GX 2. Toyota Prius c 3. Toyota Prius Prime 4. Mazda MX-5 Myata 5. Toyota Corolla 6. Lexus IX 7. Toyota Prius 8. Honda Fit 9. Kia Sadona 10. The Toyota Highlander top finisher is hardly the
newest finisher. Quite the opposite: The 2019 model year will be GX's 10th without a full redesign. The SUV has had a searching past over the years, too: Consumer Reports flagged its unsealed electronic stability system at first, as it made the car too easy to tip over. The move prompted Toyota to halt
sales and issue a call to modify the software. What about the least trusted models? Consumer Reports cites these 10, starting with the worst: 1. 3500 2. Tesla Model X3. Cadillac ATS 4. Honda Resolution 5. Chevrolet Trevor 6. Kia Cadenza 7. Chevrolet Silverado 2500 8. Buick Enclave 9. Folk Wagon
Atlas 10. The magazine's Honda Odyssey has noted in previous years that new or redesigned cars typically have lower reliability scores, a point that this year's survey appears to be below the line. Among the top 10 most reliable cars on the market, all but three - the Prius, Prius Prime and the MX-5 Mata -
trace their current generations to the 2015 model year or earlier. Meanwhile, six of the 10 low-trust cars were redesigned in just two years (2017 or 2018). In terms of overall brand reliability, consumer reports of Toyota's rate and its Lexus brand are at the top of the charts, followed by a series of Japanese,
Korean and European brands that bring together the top 10 brands. At the bottom of the list, meanwhile, are three luxury brands from two continents. 1. Lexus 2. Toyota 3. Mazda 4. Subaro 5. Kia 6. Infiniti 7. Audi 8. BMW 9. mini 10 . Hyundai 11. porsche 12 . Genesis 13. Acura 14. Nissan 15. Honda 16.
Folk wagon 17. Mercedes-Benz 18. Ford 19. Buick 20. lincoln 21 . Dodge 22. jeep 23 . chevrolet 24 . Chrysler 25. GMC 26. rome 27 . Tesla 28. Cadillac 29. Volvo .com its source editorial section for automotive news and reviews. In line with cars.com s longstanding policy, editors and arbitrators do not
accept gifts or free travel from automakers. The editorial department is independent of cars.com s sponsored sales, sales and content sectors. Senior Consumer Affairs Editor Kelsey Mays loves quality, reliability, safety and But he also likes a fair price. Kelsey Kelsey Email
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